JUNE 4 WEBINAR FOLLOW-UP MATERIAL: An Inquiry in Equity- Belief Framework
Replay
Teachers Helping Teachers resources
Certificate of Attendance
Upcoming Core Connections webinars
Resources shared by attendees:
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Unconscious Bias: An Educator's Self-Assessment is available to download for free from
First Book Marketplace.
Harvard Implicit Bias Assessment - https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
Paulo Freire Pedagogy of the Oppressed
A People's History by Howard Zinn (there is a MS version also)
Dr. Rheeda Walker has written a magnificent book to help us (Blacks) to cope with the
experiences we have endured underneath the complexities of race, white fragility, &
white bureaucracy. "Unapologetic Guide to Black Mental Health" - Thank you Juliana for
speaking to the gauntlet we undergo in trying to show up authentic while also being
palatable, safe, etc.
STRAIGHT gospel you were spittin.
White Fragility by Robin Diangelo is also a great read, and a great resource to evoke
conversations about race
Dr. Bettina Love "We Want to do More than Survive":
@blovesoulpower on twitter
How to be an Antiracist by Ibram X. Kendi
A Kid’s Book About Racism by Jelani Memory
Description of racism, how it makes people feel when they experience it, and how to spot
it when it happens. Acknowledgement that its never too early to start – and so this book
serves as an introduction for kids on the topic.
Teaching Tolerance https://www.tolerance.org/frameworks/social-justice-standards
Classroom Resources https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_f2lGrv44o A great read aloud for white families
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More books for different audiences https://www.prettygooddesign.org/blog/Blog%20Post%20Title%20One5new4?fbclid=IwAR36kXAX4ibRKRX8uQMi1MnfwMztRoJalLWzs36IfzDfIEFWTY2GVauHOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_f2lGrv44o A great read aloud for white families
NB Equity Standards
NB Knowledge of Students Standards

Regarding the National Board assessment, we emailed candidates most recently on May 28. That
message and all previous communications are available on our dedicated COVID-19 page here.
•

•

If you have questions about Component 1 testing, please go to the VUE customer support
page which includes information about how the COVID-19 risk is being addressed at
testing sites generally and in your area.
All other questions should be addressed to NB customer support via the webform at or
call us at 1-800-22-TEACH.

